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Abstract

Parental bonding and oxytocin receptor (OXTR) gene genotype each influences social abilities in adulthood. Here, we hypothesized an interaction between the two – environmental experience (parental bonding history) and genetic factors (OXTR gene genotype) – in shaping adults’ social sensitivity (physiological response to distress). We assessed heart rate and peripheral temperature (tip of the nose) in 42 male adults during presentation of distress vocalizations (distress cries belonging to female human infants and adults as well as bonobo). The two physiological responses index, respectively, state of arousal and readiness to action. Participants’ parental bonding in childhood was assessed through the self-report Parental Bonding Instrument. To assess participants’ genetic predispositions, buccal mucosa cell samples were collected, and region rs2254298 of the oxytocin receptor gene was analyzed: previous OXTR gene findings point to associations between the G allele and better sociality (protective factor) and the A allele and poorer sociality (risk factor). We found a gene * environment interaction for susceptibility to social distress: Participants with a genetic risk factor (A carriers) with a history of high paternal overprotection showed higher heart rate increase than those without this risk factor (G/G genotype) to social distress. Also, a significant effect of the interaction between paternal care and genotype on nose temperature changes was found. This susceptibility appears to represent an indirect pathway through which genes and experiences interact to shape mature social sensitivity in males.
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Introduction

Social bonds constitute a foundation of human development. Phylogenetically, social interactions enhance human survival (Guilley et al., 2005; Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010; Perry, 2002; Rodriguez-Laso et al., 2007); ontogenetically, social interactions assure human survival in the first years of life and trigger the development of cognitive, social, and emotional abilities (Winston & Chicot, 2016). Phylogenesis and ontogenesis intersect insofar as social abilities, in adulthood, foster cooperation, reproduction, and nursing offspring and have developmental roots in initial social bonds forged between caregivers and infants. That said, each individual develops unique social sensitivities because of the combined effect of individual characteristics and environmental factors (Pluess, 2015). Therefore, understanding how social sensitivities develop requires a multilevel approach that takes into account individual-level genetic factors and environmental-level experiential factors that foster social abilities. Here, we attempted such an effort.

Genes and Social Sensitivity

The genetics literature points to associations between different allelic structures and the expression of distinct social sensitivities (Pluess, 2015; Windhorst et al., 2014). Theoretically, researchers have proposed that sensitivity to the environment is not positive or negative in itself, but rather depends on the experienced context (Boyce & Ellis, 2005). Individuals less sensitive to the environment will be protected from adversities, but also benefit less from favorable experiences. By contrast, individuals biologically predisposed to be more sensitive to their environment, when experiencing greater adversities and stress, will show poorer developmental outcomes compared to less sensitive individuals, whereas individuals more sensitive to their environment will benefit more from favorable environments showing better developmental outcomes compared with less-sensitive individuals (Belsky et al., 2007).
Within this general perspective, notable are genes that encode for the receptors of oxytocin (OXTR), and specifically in the oxytocin receptor gene one region correlated with social behaviors is rs2254298 (for a review see Ebstein et al., 2012). Two allelic forms have been identified for this region, A and G. However findings are not unequivocal in the role these two allelic forms play in social development. Some research points to the G allele as the genotype linked to better social development (qua protective factor) and the A allele as the genotype linked to poorer social development (qua risk factor). Adolescent girls homozygous for the G allele (GG genotype) are less sensitive to early adversities in the social environment, such as having depressed and anxious mothers, compared with A carriers, and individuals with the G allele in this region (compared with the A allele) show more empathy (Thompson et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2012). From an anatomical point of view, A carriers also show greater amygdala volume which is purportedly a cerebral correlate of greater susceptibility to life events (Furman et al., 2011). Also, Marusak and colleagues (2015) found greater amygdala volume, a heightened amygdala activation in response to social stimuli, and reduced behavioral performance in A carriers (A/A or A/G genotypes), compared to G/G homozygous, only when exposed to stressful life events. Other findings, however, show that the G allele appears in patients with depression and in adults with higher levels of separation anxiety (Costa et al., 2009), and that there could be distinct effects of the OXTR gene genotype in different ethnic populations. Such inconsistency concerning associations of G and A alleles with individual development may be attributable to environmental factors not heretofore considered in this research. G and A alleles may not be directly linked to different levels of social development; rather, G and A alleles might affect development by differently influencing individuals’ sensitivity to the environment (Boyce & Ellis, 2005). For instance, the G allele renders individuals less vulnerable to the early environment, so later development would not be expected to differ according to early experience, whereas the A allele could enhance individual vulnerability to the environment
suggesting that people with positive early experiences develop more adaptively than G carriers, and people with poor experiences develop more maladaptive behaviors than G carriers (Brüne, 2012). It is therefore important to understand the effects of genes on environmental sensitivity and to assess early experiences together with genetic composition.

*Environment and Social Sensitivity*

Although genes help to structure development, individuals' responses to stressful events are greatly influenced by early experiences normally embedded in caregiver-infant interactions (Sable, 2008). Children learn about and then develop social sensitivities beginning with social experiences in the first years of life (Bornstein, 2015). Parents' behaviors help to shape children's mature social sensitivities. Parental bonding is deeply involved in this process (Huppert et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2001; Winston & Chicot, 2016). Parents who nurture their infants and who willingly fulfill their infants' physiological and psychological needs for security and emotional closeness will foster a better and more stable emotional development in their offspring, who will be able to cope with stressful events in an adaptive way. By contrast, children who experience poor parenting tend to develop poorer emotional pathways and will react to distress with maladaptive responses (Francis & Meaney, 1999; Picardi et al., 2013).

*Role of Physiological Activations*

Genetic factors do not directly and univocally determine behavioral development, but moderate behavioral outcomes in conjunction with environmental factors. Therefore, genetic predispositions and environmental factors together shape individual behaviors. Specifically, effects of gene*environment interaction likely take place at the physiological level (Kanthak et al., 2016). Here we focus on Autonomic Nervous System (ANS)
activation to investigate how gene*environment interaction moderates automatic physiological development. We evaluate heart rate changes and peripheral skin temperature (on the nose) to better assess the activation of both the parasympathetic and sympathetic branches of the ANS (Ioannou et al., 2013; Kothgassner et al., 2016; Manini et al., 2013; Quas et al., 2000).

**Responses to Cry to Model Responses to Social Distress**

Cry is one of the earliest and most prominent social communicative signals (Stewart et al., 2013). Evolutionarily, cries index the presence of a problematic, possible threatening situation and, especially baby cries, arouse in individuals a specific set of physiological and emotional patterns which underlie a sense of alertness and promptness to address the cause (Venuti et al., 2012; Messina et al., 2016). Ontogenetically, cries are essential for infants’ survival because is the cry is one of the few signals through which babies can communicate their needs to parents (Laurent & Ablow, 2012). Given the social importance of cry and its automatic elicitation of arousal and distress in human beings, we chose responses to cry stimuli to model responses to social distress.

**Aims of the Study**

In brief, genetics and experience interact in shaping individuals’ lasting social sensitivities. This study aimed to test how adults’ genotype for oxytocin receptors interact with their reported social history in parental bonding in childhood to shape their physiological responses to distressing social stimuli. We hypothesized a genotype*environment interaction (OXTR rs2254298 SNP * parental bonding in childhood) on physiological responses to distress. Specifically, we expected only A carriers (G/A or A/A genotype), the genotype more sensitive to the environment, to show differential
physiological activation in response to distressing stimuli according to participants’ early experience with parents. Specifically, we expected (i) individuals with A alleles who experienced better parental behaviors to show better coping abilities in reaction to stress, as represented by a heart rate decrease and by a temperature increase, (ii) A carriers who experienced poorer parental behaviors to show poorer coping abilities in response to prolonged stress, represented by a heart rate increase and a temperature decrease, and (iii) G/G homozygotes to show relatively similar physiological responses independent of their experienced parental behavior.

Methods

Participants. Forty-two adult males ($M = 24.7$ years, $SD = 5.05$) were recruited through a database of volunteers available through the University of Trento web site. Informed consent was obtained from all participants, and the study was conducted in accord with ethical principles stated in the Helsinki declaration.

Stimuli. The stimuli were 30 15-s audio clips of distressed vocalizations, ten clips for each of 3 categories: infant cries, adult female cries, and bonobo cries. Cries were chosen because of their evolutionary significance and because they have been found to elicit distress and specific physiological responses in adults (De Pisapia et al., 2013; Esposito et al., 2012; Messina et al., 2016). This research aimed to assess physiological responses elicited by social distress, and infant and female cries could have a specific evolutionary salience to male adults, so both human infant and adult female cries were included as stimuli. Also, to test whether the investigated physiological activations were specific to human distress vocalizations or a generalized response to social distress, bonobo cries were included in the stimulus set. All cry stimuli were normalized for intensity, and the in volume was kept constant for all the presentations for all participants. Each audio clip was
presented following 10 s of silence. Audio clips were organized into three different randomized sequences, and presentation order of the three sequences was counterbalanced across participants. Stimulus sequences were created using open source software Audacity.

Procedure. The study was conducted in three parts. First, participants completed an online self-report questionnaire to assess their parental bonding status in childhood. Second, participants’ heart rate and peripheral temperature were recorded throughout the presentation of the 30 audio clips. Before the beginning of the audio sequence, 30 s of heart rate and nose temperature were recorded to assess participants’ physiological baseline. Finally, a buccal mucosa sample was collected from each participant. The experimenters that ran the physiological experiment and collected the buccal mucosa sample were always blind to participants’ PBI responses.

Parental Bonding. The Parental Bonding Instrument (PBI; Parker et al., 1979) is a 50-item self-report questionnaire developed to measure the principal parental dimensions of care and overprotection, indicative of parental bonding during childhood. Participants filled in two forms, one for maternal behaviors and one for paternal behaviors. Both dimensions, care and overprotection, are measured on continuous scales, where values range from 0 to 3. In our sample, the PBI Cronbach’s alphas were medium-high for maternal PBI (care $\alpha = 73$; overprotection $\alpha = 73$) and for paternal PBI (care $\alpha = 65$; overprotection $\alpha = 83$). Care measures parental attention to needs, and overprotection measures parental protectiveness (“Spoke to me in a warm and friendly voice”; “Tried to control everything I did”, respectively). High scores on the care dimension are interpreted as high parental warmth, affection, emotional closeness, and empathy (Arrindell et al., 1998, Dalsant et al., 2015). High scores on the overprotection dimension usually represent too great parental
control over children, intrusion, and prevention of independent behavior (Arrindell et al., 1998; Rigby et al., 2007; Rikhye et al., 2008).

Heart Rate. HR was measured to assess participants’ parasympathetic arousal and stressful/calming state. An increase in heart rate indexes an increase in attention and promptness to action, whereas a decrease reflects the activation of a calming response in response to external stimulation (Bernston et al., 1997; Bradley, 2009). Specifically, a HR decrease in response to prolonged stress-eliciting stimuli is interpreted as a coping reaction which reflects an adaptive deactivation of the stress axis (Pavlov et al., 2015). Pavlov and colleagues (2015) showed participants images eliciting negative emotions, asking them either to look at them or to reduce their negative feeling towards them. When asked to reduce their negative attitude, participants rated images as less negative and had a lower cardiac blood output and lower total peripheral resistance, which are indexes of more efficient down-regulation of negative affect. A HR increase in response to prolonged stress-eliciting stimuli reflects a failure in deactivating prolonged sympathetic activation which is thought to lead to maladaptive consequences due to prolonged stress.

Temperature. To index sympathetic activity, we measured participants’ peripheral surface body temperature at the tip of the nose using a thermistor (Applent at4524 multi-channel temperature meter) for the duration of the experiment. Temperature fluctuations also indicate participants’ promptness to action. Previous studies have shown significant decreases in nose skin temperature in response to stress-eliciting stimuli in adults, infants, and non-human primates (Kuraoka & Nakamura, 2011; Ioannou et al., 2013; Manini et al., 2013). Therefore, we expected to find only in A carriers exposed to poorer parental behaviors a greater decrease in nose temperature in response to prolonged stress-eliciting
stimuli, underlying poorer coping abilities, but we expected a greater increase in nose temperature in response to the same stimuli in A carriers exposed to better parental behaviors.

*Genetic Assessment.* DNA extraction and genotyping were conducted by ACGT, Inc. (Wheeling, IL). DNA was extracted from each kit using the Oragene DNA purification reagent. DNA concentrations were evaluated using spectroscopy (NanoDrop Technologies, USA). Each DNA sample was polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified for the rs2254298 region target with the primers 5′-TGA AAG CAG AGG TTG TGT GGA CAG G-3’ and 5′-AAC GCC CAC CCC AGT TTC TTC-3’. A PCR reaction of 20 ll consisting of 1.5 ll of genomic DNA from the test sample, PCR buffer, 1 mM each of forward and reverse primers, 10 mM deoxyribonucleotides, KapaTaq polymerase, and 50 mM MgCl2 was performed. Cycling conditions included an initial 15 min denaturation at 95 °C, and 35 cycles of 94 °C (30 s), 60 °C (60 s), 72 °C (60 s), and a final extension of 72 °C for 10 min. PCR reactions were genotyped with an ABI 3730xl Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems Inc.) and normalized with GeneScan 600 LIZ (Applied Biosystems, Inc.) size standards run on each sample. Genotype data were analyzed using GeneMapper ID (Applied Biosystems, Inc.). Participants possessing at least one A allele (A/A or G/A) were classified into a single A carriers group (Marusak et al., 2015). In the general population, the distribution of different genotypes for this DNA region is 70-80% of G/G homozygous and 20-30% for A carriers. The distribution in our sample was 71% for G/G homozygous and 29% for A carriers.

*Analysis.* For each physiological measure, the average levels of heart rate and nose temperature were calculated for each stimulus presentation, then physiological values
were calculated as difference scores from baseline. The baseline for each participant was assessed by recording HR and nose temperature for 30 s before the beginning of the audio sequence. The different distress vocalization sounds (human infant, human woman, bonobo) were considered separately to test participants’ reactions to distinct distress types. For each participant a mean value of HR and temperature in response to each different type of sound was calculated. Prior to data analysis, univariate and multivariate distributions of heart rate values, temperature values, and behavioral judgment scores were examined for normality, homogeneity of variance, outliers, and influential cases (Fox, 1997). Furthermore, the distance of each case to the centroid was evaluated to screen for multidimensional outliers (Fox, 1997) defined as a value 2 $SD$s above/below the mean. A total of 3 values (out of 126 observations) were considered outliers and excluded from the analysis. For each physiological measure one multivariate ANOVA was performed with the physiological values as the dependent variable, the distress cry type (infant, woman, bonobo) as a within-subject factor, the OXTR gene genotype (G/G, A carriers) as a between-subject factor, and the PBI dimensions (maternal care, maternal overprotection, paternal care, and paternal overprotection) as continuous covariates. Therefore, overall for each physiological dependent variable six main effects, nine 2-way interaction effects, and four 3-way interaction effects were considered. Because our primary interest was in how genetics moderate responses to distressing social stimuli, we only report main effects of genotype and any significant interactions with genotype. Main effects and lower-order interactions of other variables (e.g., cry type and parental bonding) were included in the model only to aid interpretation of higher-order interactions with genotype. Two comparisons out of 20 proved significant. Regression coefficients were used to analyze the effect of the covariate on the dependent variable, and Cohen’s $d$ was used to evaluate the magnitude of significant effects. Finally, if an interaction between genotype and PBI was found, participants were divided in two groups, high and low PBI dimensions
using the median split procedure, and post-hoc Student’s t tests were carried out within those groups to investigate whether the physiological activations between G/G and A carriers were significantly different.

Ready activation of the sympathetic nervous system in response to a single cry is considered an adaptive response because it underlies heightened arousal in anticipation of threat and promptness to play out adaptive comforting, for example moving to pick the infant up or cradling the baby. However, because we were interested in physiological responses to social stress and the cry was used as a model for it, activations to cries of the same type were collapsed, and for each participant three mean responses were calculated, one for each cry type. Considering a single response to a series of cries allowed us to investigate adults’ responses to prolonged social stress, rather than adults’ responses to single cries. Therefore, in this experiment we considered parasympathetic activation (lower HR, higher temperature) to be a coping and calming reaction in response to social stress, whereas a heightened sympathetic arousal (higher HR, lower temperature) was considered to be a physiologically stressful response.

**Results**

Means and standard deviations of the measured variables are provided in Table 1.

*Heart Rate*

*Paternal Overprotection.* A significant interaction between paternal overprotection and genotype emerged for HR \( F(1,41) = 8.54, p< .01, d = .99 \). No main effect of genotype or other interactions with genotype were significant. Paternal overprotection was positively associated with heart rate, \( r = .38 \) for A carriers; it was negatively associated with heart rate for G/G homozygous, \( r = -.35 \) [Fig.1a]. Single Pearson’s \( rs \) were not significant. However, the difference between the slopes for G/G and A carriers, tested with
Fisher’s z, was statistically significant \((z = -2.02, p < .05)\). Furthermore, post-hoc Student’s \(t\) tests on the G/G vs. A carriers in low- and high-overprotection groups (using median split) revealed that HR activations were significantly different \((t(18) = -2.13, p < .05)\) between G/G homozygotes and A carriers only when they had experience of high paternal overprotection [Fig.1b].

**Maternal Care, Maternal Overprotection, and Paternal Care.** No significant main effect of genotype or interactions between maternal care, maternal overprotection or paternal care and genotype were found.

**Temperature**

**Paternal Care.** A significant interaction between paternal care and genotype was found \((F(1,41) = 4.25, p < .05, d = .70)\). Paternal care was positively associated with temperature both for A carriers \((r = .28)\) and G/G homozygous \((r = .21)\) [Fig.2a]. Pearson’s \(r\)s were not significantly different. Furthermore, post-hoc Student’s \(t\) tests on the G/G vs. A carriers in high and low paternal care groups (using median split) revealed no significant differences [Fig.2b].

**Maternal Care, Maternal and Paternal Overprotection.** No significant main effect of genotype or interaction between maternal care, maternal overprotection or paternal overprotection and genotype was found for temperature.

**Discussion**

Social sensitivities arise from the combined effects of individual characteristics, such as genes, and environmental factors, such as early social experiences. Among environmental factors, early caregiver interactions play a special role, possibly because early social experiences can influence individuals’ life-long social relationships (Ainsworth, 1970;
Bowlby, 1969). Children who experience more optimal interactional patterns with parents characterized by security and emotional closeness, tend to develop healthier social relationships, emotional regulation, and ability to cope with distress in maturity (Sable, 2008). At the molecular level, social behavior is influenced by hormones, including notably oxytocin (Meinlschmidt & Heim, 2007; Pedersen & Boccia, 2002). Previous research shows how different alleles on the OXTR gene, that code for the expression of oxytocin receptors, relate to distinct levels of social sensitivity and susceptibility to distress. OXTR alleles may differ for several single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), and one SNP related to the development of social sensitivity appears in region rs2254298 of the OXTR gene (Ebstein et al., 2012).

Results for this SNP from previous research are not determinative in stating which allele, G or A, is protective or which a risk factor correlates with the development of maladaptive social behaviors and responses to stress (Brüne, 2012; Costa et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2011). Here we aimed to investigate how different alleles in the OXTR gene interact with early parental bonding status to shape adults’ physiological responses to distressing social stimuli. We measured participants’ heart rate and nose skin temperature while exposing them to different cries. Individuals carrying the A allele (A/G or A/A) in this region of the OXTR gene showed differential physiological responses to stressful stimuli depending on their history of interactions with their fathers. Specifically, A carriers with a history of paternal overprotection showed increased heart rate compared to baseline in response to social distress, and G/G homozygotes with a history of paternal overprotection decreased heart rate in response to the same stimuli. A carriers with a history of good paternal care showed a trend in increasing nose temperature, whereas those with poor paternal care showed a trend in decreasing nose temperature. Overall, A carriers with better early interactional patterns with their caregiver in childhood, represented by lower paternal overprotection and higher paternal care, reacted to social
distress with calming physiological responses (Bradley, 2009; Ioannou et al., 2013; Manini et al., 2013).

These findings accord with existing literature in that they show an effect of the interaction between early social experiences and genetic factors on individuals' later development. Specifically, the moderation of genetic predispositions on environmental effects over physiological activations support the sensitivity hypothesis (Boyce & Ellis, 2005; Pluess, 2015; Windhorst et al., 2014): genes affect individual development through an indirect pathway, shaping sensitivity to environmental experiences. This pattern obtained for heart rate responses. Indeed, individuals with the so-called risk genetic factor, the A allele, may develop either worse or better than G/G individuals, according to their experienced social environment (Belsky et al., 2007). For example, when exposed to a less nurturing social environment, individuals carrying the A allele display a diminished ability to cope with stressful events and show greater physiological reactivity to distressing stimuli (as indexed by increased HR). However, when exposed to a more caring social environment, individuals carrying the A allele display an enhanced ability to cope with stressful events (as indexed by increased temperature). This double possibility for A carriers -- to develop in either a better or poorer way -- compared to G homozygotes, may underlie the presence in literature of multivocal results about the influence of OXTR rs2254298 genotype on adult social behavior. For temperature changes, a significant effect of paternal care and genotype was found. However, both G/G homozygotes and A carriers showed a positive correlation between paternal care scores and temperature increase, even if the pattern of activation differed between the two groups. The findings concerning temperature seem to reflect an effect of experienced paternal behavior (the higher paternal care, the higher the nose temperature), rather than an interaction between environment and genes. Previous studies showed a decrease in nose skin temperature in response to stress-eliciting stimuli (Kuraoka & Nakamura, 2011; Ioannou et al., 2013; Manini et al., 2013). We argue that an
increase in nose temperature in response to stress-eliciting stimuli is likely a more adaptive reaction to better cope with a distressing situation. For neither heart rate nor temperature changes an effect of the interaction between genotype and cry type was found. This result underlies a generalized response to social stressors of different types. We argue that the lack of cry type effect may be due to the role that OXTR gene play in social behavior. Specifically, oxytocin is involved in affiliative and social behaviors in a broad sense, which may implicate that different OXTR gene genotypes underlie distinct patterns of physiological activations in reaction to a wide range of social-related stimuli. It is worth noting that in this experiment males’ physiological responses to distressing situations, for both HR and nose temperature, were more affected by their reported paternal bonding, rather than maternal bonding. Likely, the model of paternal behavior in handling stressful situations is more influential than the maternal model for male responding to distress. However, this difference may also have its basis in distinct internal familial dynamics which were not assessed here. This point calls for additional study. Therefore, genes combined with early social experiences to shape individual development of sensitiveness to distressing stimuli from childhood to adulthood. Our findings reveal a physiological biomarker of the interaction between genetic and experiential contributions to one kind of social sensitivity.

Limitations and future directions
This study had some limitations which point to future directions. First, in subsequent research the sample size should be increased to better account for the unequal allele distribution in the population, and strengthen the power of the interaction effects. Second, individuals’ early interactional patterns with parents were assessed using the PBI questionnaire, which is a retrospective report. Individuals’ retrospective memories are not a direct measure, and they may potentially be biased memories or people’s personal interpretations of events. A viable (but very expensive) way to overcome the issue of the
retrospective nature of the PBI would be to undertake a longitudinal study directly assessing both the early interactional patterns with parents in childhood and individuals’ social development in adulthood. Furthermore, we tested males only. In future studies, female responses to distress should also be assessed to investigate the possible differential role of mothers and fathers in boys’ and girls’ social development.
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Figure 1a-b. Effect of the interaction between paternal overprotection and genotype on HR changes. a) Correlations between Heart Rate responses to distress vocalizations (calculated as difference from baseline) and experienced paternal overprotection. Black circles = G/G homozygous; grey squares = A carriers. Lines represent the linear models for G/G homozygous (black) and A carriers (grey). In the figure the $r$-values represent Pearson’s $r$ correlations. b) Comparison between HR mean changes from baseline in G/G homozygotes (black) and A carriers (gray) divided in high and low paternal overprotection.

Figure 2a-b. Effect of the interaction between paternal care and genotype on nose temperature changes. a) Correlations between nose temperature responses (calculated as difference from baseline) and experienced parental care, independently from stimuli type. Black circles = G/G homozygous; grey squares = A carriers. Lines represent the linear models for G/G homozygous (black) and A carriers (grey). In the figure the $r$-values
represent Pearson’s $r$ correlation. b) Comparison between nose temperature mean changes in G/G homozygotes (black) and A carriers (gray) divided in high and low paternal care.
Table 1. Means (SD) of dependent variables (Heart Rate and Nose Temperature) for G/G homozygotes and A carriers divided in two groups (high vs low score) for each PBI dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>G/G</th>
<th>A Carriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hearth Rate (bpm)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Care</td>
<td>0.19 (2.97)</td>
<td>0.29 (2.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paternal Care</td>
<td>0.21 (2.94)</td>
<td>0.26 (2.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Overprotection</td>
<td>0.46 (2.76)</td>
<td>-0.05 (2.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paternal Overprotection</td>
<td>-0.57 (3.03)</td>
<td>0.94 (2.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nose Temperature (°C)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Care</td>
<td>0.37 (1.72)</td>
<td>-1.15 (2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paternal Care</td>
<td>0.06 (1.85)</td>
<td>-0.80 (1.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Overprotection</td>
<td>-0.60 (2.00)</td>
<td>-0.01 (2.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paternal Overprotection</td>
<td>-0.07 (1.90)</td>
<td>-0.58 (2.24)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>